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 now known only from written texts. Of these, Saxo's account of Hamlet,
 written in Latin about the year 1200, is the earliest known narrative of
 the hero's life as well as the ultimate literary source of Shakespeare's play.
 Hansen's book presents a new and annotated translation of Saxo's nar-
 rative, explores the Hamlet story as an oral story, Saxo's text as a literary
 text, the relationship between these oral and written accounts, and the
 transformation of the story from reported narrative to dramatic enactment
 on the London stage. Included also is a critical assessment of much earlier
 scholarship which has dealt with these topics.

 Hansen shows that although the story of Hamlet has apparent cognates
 in Roman and other Scandinavian traditions, Saxo based his text primarily
 on a Danish oral narrative and enlarged it with elements of the story as
 it was known to contemporary Icelanders. Even Saxo's style of narration
 betrays its proximity to oral performance, as evidenced by such features
 as the relative independence of episodes and lack of character develop-
 ment. Hansen also shows that many of the seemingly incongruent details
 in Saxo's text were originally Danish puns which Saxo either misunderstood
 or had difficulty rendering into Latin.

 Saxo's account was later retold in French, and this French retelling
 served as the basis for a play performed on the London stage-a play that
 Shakespeare acquired and revised. Not venturing to distinguish between
 the respective contributions of Shakespeare and the earlier British
 playwright, Hansen focuses instead on the transformation of the Hamlet
 story from reported to enacted text. The major changes which he finds
 are greater emphasis on character, complication of the plot, addition of
 local-color details, and compression of time.

 Roger L. Janelli

 Man and Beast in American Comic Legend. By Richard M. Dorson (Bloom-
 ington: Indiana University Press, 1982). Pp. 192. $20.00

 This final book-length venture of Professor Dorson, nearly completed
 at the time of his death, consists of two parts. The first, titled "American
 Legendary Characters," depicts in vivid detail a selection of ten "fear-
 some critters" chosen for inclusion "on the basis of longevity, in terms
 of our short history; recognition by tale tellers, boosters, and bards; a
 modicum of credence; and a large dash of extravaganza, American style"
 (p. 4). This group of legendary creatures is diverse, ranging from the Wind-
 ham frogs, who terrorized the Connecticut village of Windham as they
 migrated to more watery grounds; to the hoopsnake, a familiar figure in
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 many American regional folklores; to Bigfoot, the mountain giant still
 rumored to exist in several parts of the United States. In reference to each
 of the critters, Dorson provides a discussion of literary, popular, and oral
 sources, and some conjectures as to why creatures of this kind should have
 amused and frightened Americans over a substantial period of time.

 The second part of the book, titled "Miinchausens," describes the lives
 and lore of eight celebrated North American storytellers, beginning with
 the best of the mountain men, Jim Bridger, and reaching forward in time
 to include such prominent raconteurs as John Darling and Hathaway Jones.
 The criteria for inclusion here were both the original repertoire of the
 storyteller and the aura of legend that became attached to these individuals
 as later generations of storytellers continued to rework their material. The
 lives and yarns of these spinners of tales are seen as reflections of the larger
 historical realities affecting the United States over the last one hundred
 years.

 The book contains an Introduction, written by Alan Dundes, and an
 Afterword, written by the author's son, Jeff Dorson.

 John H. McDowell

 Uber Marchen fur Kinder von Heute: Essays zu ihrem Wandel und ihrer Funktion.

 Edited by Klaus Doderer (Weinheim und Basel: Beltz, 1983). Pp. 206.

 This book contains essays on the Marchen, originally presented at sym-
 posia held under the auspices of the Institut fur Jugendbuchforschung at
 the Universitat of Frankfurt and its director Klaus Doderer. The authors,

 scholars in folklore, mass communication, sociology, pedagogy, psychology
 and comparative literature, offer their views on the reception, modification,
 and social impact of the European folktale on children and adults in modern
 Western civilization. Folklorist Rudolf Schenda opens the line of essays by
 showing how the Marchen gained prominence over related narrative genres
 from the eighteenth century on, how it affected social values, and how its
 means of transmission and social uses changed. The three subsequent authors
 address themselves to the questions of enculturation and socialization of
 children through Marchen and of how cultural and social norms and values
 are administered and established by them. Jorge Enrique Adoum writes of
 the cultural colonization of Latin-American youth; Jack Zipes discusses the
 Perrault and the Grimm versions of Beauty and Beast (AT 425C) and their
 role in child education; Kay Stone explores the role of Cinderella (AT 510/A)
 in shaping the model of the ideal female in America. The following section
 concerns the popularization, adaptation, and modification of classical tales
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